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ABSTRACT
The recent upward trend in adopting cloud computing by businesses worldwide reflects the captivating opportunity of cost
effective computing brought by cloud computing to replace the traditional IT computing services model. However, the
decision to adopt cloud computing is somewhat complex. This paper will review the literature of cloud computing service and
deployment models with the aim to determine the relevant characteristics of both service delivery and deployment models.
Then, the authors will develop a mapping between the two sets of characteristics of cloud computing models. The mapping
will lead to the development of a decision-making framework for managing cloud-computing adoption.
Keywords: cloud service delivery models, cloud deployment models, cloud computing adoption, characteristics of cloud
computing models, managing cloud computing adoption
INTRODUCTION
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) described the cloud model as consisting of five essential
characteristics of cloud computing, three service delivery models, and four deployment models [14]. Essential characteristics
include on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service. NIST’s three
service models are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). NIST’s
four deployment models are private cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud, and community cloud. The recent statistics on the cloud
computing technology market are surging. A recent study by Al-Jabri [2] found that more awareness about cloud computing
leads to more adoption. Cloud computing has provided an attractive alternative for many businesses in terms of cost saving in
establishing and maintaining IT resources [17]. Establishing an IT function, managing software licensing and up-gradation to
meet ever fast growing computing demands are complex and costly as well. However, the cloud-computing industry offers
businesses a number of different adoption scenarios. Therefore, businesses face a number of decision-making issues in their
endeavor to adopt cloud computing to support their business processes and operations. For example, which of the cloud
delivery models from available options (SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS) is best to adopt? In addition, which deployment model amongst
the common models (private, community, public, or hybrid) suits their environment and fulfills their requirements? Answering
these decision questions is not simple and requires the consideration of the relevant decision factors, which in turn generates
multiple decision scenarios simultaneously. A review of literature revealed a lack of research work in addressing the above two
questions pertaining to managerial decision making of cloud computing adoption.
This paper aims to explore existing research on cloud computing. It is theoretical in nature, as it provides a literature review
that focuses on the characteristics of cloud computing service and deployment models and then highlights their inter
relationships by developing a mapping between them. The paper begins by explaining cloud computing. It then defines cloudcomputing technology and discusses benefits and risks of cloud computing adoption. Then, it will determine a set of
characteristics of both service delivery and deployment models. Next, it will build a mapping between these characteristics
with intent to propose a decision-making framework for managing cloud-computing adoption. This paper will provide new
insights into the area of managing cloud-computing adoption. In addition, it will extend our understanding of the
characteristics of cloud computing service and deployment models and the relationship between them.
BACKGROUND
Of the many definitions found in literature, one portrayed by the NIST has been acknowledged as the most comprehensive one
and is widely accepted. NIST defines cloud computing as “A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [8, p.11] [14]. Initially web-based
and start-up companies started providing cloud services [11]. Then major players like Amazon and Google followed. Because
of on-demand self-service, extensive network access, resource pooling, speedy elasticity, and measured service characteristics,
cloud computing has been cited as ‘the fifth utility’ (along with water, electricity, gas, and telephone), whereby computing
services are readily available on demand, like other utility services available in today’s society [3]. Despite of the benefits of
cloud computing, its adoption is not without challenges. Xin-ping et al [24] highlighted challenges of adopting cloud
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computing in the medical industry. Among key challenges, bandwidth, security, authentication, management, resource
development, and charging methods were mentioned. Cloud computing provides on-demand services over computer networks.
Cloud customers do not possess, manage or maintain the applications, platforms, data, etc. but only use them as final products
by accessing services with IT support. The advantage is that it reduces costs of application-based construction and maintenance.
However, the risk of data leakage becomes a major issue because application and data servers are located outside company
premises, unless the company uses a private cloud. Khajeh-Hosseini et al [9] posit that adoption decisions of cloud computing
is not straightforward. Cost calculations are complicated; the adoption may result in a major organizational change that will
affect the way employees work, and corporate governance issues are not well understood. A more recent investigation by
Phaphoom et al [16] offers an extensive review of the different barriers facing cloud-computing adoption by organizations.
MANAGEMENT OF CLOUD COMPUTING ADOPTION
Organizations desire to have in cloud computing some attributes that are important for adoption. They have the desire for a
service that is easy to understand and use, that helps users to be more economically efficient, that is more flexible, and that aids
innovation and creativity in business processes [22]. Firms will definitely wish to possess high performing, secured cloud
platform, with reliable service, and an accountable provider, a highly available service (minimum cuts or disruption), and
greater client control of data and applications. They also wish to have scalable cloud services [1] [10]. Attaining the benefits
cloud computing is not simple and not without risk. Major risk factors include security and privacy of service and data, end
user or client loss of control of service and data [7]. In general, the decision making process involved in the planning and
management for adopting any new technology is complex. The reason is that a number of organizational, technical, and
environmental factors can affect successful decision making for cloud computing adoption [18, 21]. As for the managerial
decision for adopting cloud computing, a detailed understanding of organizational characteristics and their business
requirements for IT services, the features of cloud computing capabilities, and associated risks are all essential. Sun et al [20]
classified existing approaches for cloud service selection from five perspectives: decision-making techniques, data
representation models, parameters and characteristics of cloud services, contexts, and purposes. Sun et al [20] summarized nine
dimensions, which represent cloud characteristics (parameters or factors) considered by cloud service selection approaches.
These characteristics include security, performance, accessibility, usability, scalability, resource allocation, payment,
reputation, and functionality. Our study focuses on identifying the relevant characteristics for deciding on the best combination
of cloud delivery service (SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS) and deployment models (public, private, hybrid, and community) that fits the
organizational requirements. To reach this objective, we classified the relevant cloud characteristics into three categories: (1)
services delivery characteristics, (2) deployment characteristics, and (3) service and provider selection characteristics. The
following three sections describe these three categories of characteristics.
KEY CHARACTERISTICS FOR SELECTING CLOUD SERVICE DELIVERY MODLES
For an organization to decide what type of cloud service delivery to adopt, it needs to be aware of the relevant characteristics
of service delivery models. In Table 1, we defined four key characteristics that we believe are very relevant to the selection of a
delivery service model among the three alternative cloud service models.
Table 1. Characteristics relevant to selecting cloud service delivery models
Description

Reference

Service price and payment terms

[5] [6]

Service adaptability
to business needs

The degree of flexibility the firm will have with changing the cloud service
workflow to suit a firm innovated business process

[19]

Service complexity

Complexity describes the degree to which the innovation is perceived as difficult to
understand and complex to use. In other words, how easy to understand, learn, and
use the cloud service.
Setup/installation time taken for the client to start using service

[18] [21]

Service model
characteristic
Cost of service

Service setup time

[19]

KEY CHARACTERISTICS FOR SELECTING CLOUD DEPLOYMENT MODELS
Adopting organizations of cloud computing deploy one or more of the above-mentioned three cloud service models in different
ways in accordance with their needs. The most common models of cloud deployment as defined by the NIST are Private,
Community, Public cloud, and Hybrid cloud [14] [23]. These deployment models represent alternative options for deploying
the selected cloud service model. For an organization to decide what type of cloud deployment model to adopt, it needs to be
aware of the relevant characteristics of cloud deployment models. In Table 2, we defined four key characteristics that we
believe are relevant to the selection of a cloud deployment model among the four alternative cloud deployment models.
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Deployment model
characteristic
Cost of cloud
deployment

Table 2. Characteristics relevant to selecting cloud deployment models
Description
a.
b.

Initial capital cost plus
Additional operating cost

Reference
[19]

Security of data

Security level of the used service and client data maintained by the cloud
deployment model. This includes:
a. Data integrity (data accuracy and recovery)
b. Level of audibility
c. Access control

[5] [7]
[15] [20]

Privacy of data

a.

Degree of confidentiality of data maintained by the cloud deployment model

[7]

Control of service
and/or data

a.
b.

Location of Client’s data storage (client’s local server or cloud server)
Manageability
i.
Ease of monitoring the service
ii.
Autonomy (degree of political control or ownership the firm will exercise
on the cloud service)

[7] [15]

MAPPING OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE DELIVERY AND DEPLOYMENT MODELS
Next, we map the service delivery characteristics with the deployment characteristics in order to reach a decision on the
combination of service delivery and deployment models that match or qualify certain organizational requirements and
characteristics. Assuming that an organization has already determined to switch to or adopt cloud computing, then it needs to
make two more decisions. (1) What service delivery model and what deployment model to choose or adopt (for example,
public SaaS, public PaaS, private SaaS, hybrid SaaS, etc.). (2) To select the right service and provider from a set of alternative
services and their providers. We believe that two logical steps are involved in making such decisions. First, an organization
will need to determine the delivery model and deployment model to adopt. Second, it will then need to select the best service
from the alternative cloud services and providers. This study focuses on developing a framework, which assists management to
make the first decision. To be able to choose the right combination of the service delivery model and the deployment model,
we construct a mapping between the characteristics that are relevant to selecting a service model against the characteristics
relevant to selecting the deployment model. This mapping will produce 12 cells representing 12 combinations of service
delivery and deployment models. Each of these combinations will imply the conditions that fits certain types of organizational
requirements for cloud computing. Thus, an organization can choose the right combination cell that best matches their
requirements.
Table 3 depicts a mapping between the three service delivery models against the four standard deployment models. As
mentioned above, after having decided which service delivery and deployment models to adopt, the second step of our
approach is to search for alternatives of the selected service and deployment models from the available cloud providers. Then,
once we have found a set of alternatives, we can apply the multi-criteria decision making approach to select the best service
and service provider. The multi-criteria decision-making approach and methods handle this kind of decision problem well [19]
[20]. The key factors and their sub factors that are relevant for the selection of the service and service provider depends on the
service and the provider. Examples of these characteristics include cost, suitability of service to organization IS needs, agility
(adaptability, compatibility, scalability, and setup time), reliability (uptime, disaster recovery, compliance, stability, and
reputation), usability (setup complexity, ease of learning and use), performance (response time, user support, and network
bandwidth), and accountability (provider auditability, data ownership, provider ethicality, and sustainability) [12] [13] [18].
The case of independent software vendors offering their software as a service from a Cisco private cloud infrastructure [4]
illustrates the applicability of such mapping in helping managers to decide on the combination of service delivery and
deployment models to adopt.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper identifies the characteristics/factors that are useful for the evaluation and selection of the type of service delivery
model and deployment model an organization will adopt. We developed a mapping between the identified characteristics of
cloud computing service and deployment models. Based on the mapping, we will identify a set of conditions that qualify an
organization for the adoption of the correct combination of the cloud service delivery and deployment models. The literature
review undertaken in this paper is a part of a larger study, which establishes a starting point for an investigation for the
validation of the proposed mapping and associated conditions as a mechanism to assist management to determine the correct
service delivery model and its deployment. We believe this decision is critical for the adopting organization and should take
place before selecting the desired service and service provider. Thus, the outcome of this paper provides a platform, which will
lead for the development of a multi-criteria decision making method to assist in selecting the service and service provider,
which will be the next phase of the study.
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Table 3. A mapping between cloud computing service delivery models and deployment models
Service Model
SAAS

Deployment

PAAS
1.

1.
2.
3.

PRIVATE CLOUD

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
1.
2.
3.

PUBLIC CLOUD

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

IAAS

Service is platform for developing,
1. Service is infrastructure for developing,
hosting, and running applications by the
hosting, and running applications by the client
Service is ready made software
client
2. Cost is medium to high as private cloud
Cost is medium as private cloud costs
2. Cost is high as private cloud costs more
costs more than public and IaaS costs more
more than public
than public and PaaS costs more than SaaS
than SaaS
Adaptability is limited since flexibility
3. Adaptability is high since flexibility with
3. Adaptability is high since flexibility with
with changes of IS needs is limited
changes of IS needs is not limited as the
changes of IS needs is not limited as needed
(application belongs to provider and under
application is under control of client
resources are easy to scale up or down by the
his control)
4. Complexity is high as the PaaS
provider to fulfil client needs
Complexity is low as the SaaS service is
service requires IT technical,
4. Complexity is medium as the IaaS does not
easy to install and use
functional, and development skills to
require much IT skills to use
Setup time is moderate
use
5. Setup time is moderate
Service is under the control of the
5. Setup time is high
6. Service is under the control of the provider, as
provider as it is managed by the cloud
the provider owns it
6. Service is under the control of the provider, as
provider
7. Data security is high since client data is
the provider owns it, but the developed
Data security is high since client data is
stored on a private cloud
applications are under the control of the client
stored on a private cloud
7. Data security is high since client data is
8. Data privacy is high since client data is stored
Data privacy is high since client data is
stored on a private cloud
on a private cloud
stored on a private cloud
8. Service
Data privacy
is highfor
since
client data is
1.
is platform
developing,
1. Service is infrastructure for developing,
stored onand
a private
cloud
Service is ready made software
hosting,
running
applications by the
hosting, and running applications by the client
Cost is low as public cloud is shared by
client
2. Cost is medium as public cloud is shared by
multiple clients
2. Cost is medium as PaaS costs more than SaaS
multiple clients
Adaptability is limited since flexibility
3. Adaptability is high since flexibility with
3. Adaptability is high since flexibility with
with changes of IS needs is limited
changes of IS needs is not limited as the
changes of IS needs is not limited as needed
application is under control of client
(application belongs to provider and under
resources are easy to scale up or down by
4. Complexity is high as the PaaS
his control)
the provider to fulfil client needs
service requires IT technical,
Complexity is low as the SaaS service is
4. Complexity is medium as the IaaS does not
easy to install and use
functional, and development skills to
require much IT skills to use
Setup time is minimal
use
5. Setup time is minimal
Service is under the control of the
5. Setup time is moderate
6. Service is under the control of the provider, as
6. Service is under the control of the provider, as
provider as it is managed by the cloud
the provider owns it
the provider owns it, but the developed
provider
7. Data security is low since client data is
applications are under the control of the client
Data security is low since client data
stored on a public cloud
is stored on a public cloud
7. Data security is low since client data is
8. Data privacy is low since client data is
Data privacy is low since client data is stored
stored on a public cloud
stored on a public cloud
8. Data privacy is low since client data is
on a public cloud
stored on a public cloud
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1.
1.
2.
3.

4.
HYBRID CLOUD
5.
6.

7.

8.
1.
2.

3.

COMMUNITY
CLOUD

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Service is ready made software
Cost is low to medium as cost will
include hiring private cloud
Adaptability is limited since flexibility
with changes of IS needs is limited
(application belongs to provider and under
his control)
Complexity is low as the SaaS service is
easy to install and use
Setup time is moderate
Service is under the control of the
provider as it is managed by the cloud
provider
Data security is moderate since client
sensitive data will be stored on a private
cloud
Data privacy is moderate since client
sensitive data will be stored on a private
cloud
Service is ready made software
Cost is low to medium as cost of hiring
community cloud will be divided by a
group of clients
Adaptability is limited since flexibility with
changes of IS needs is limited (application
belongs to provider and under his control)
Complexity is low as the SaaS service is
easy to install and use
Setup time is moderate
Service is under the control of the
provider as it is managed by the cloud
provider
Data security is low since client data is
stored on shared community cloud
Data privacy is low since client data is stored
on shared community cloud

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
1.
8.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Service is platform for developing,
hosting, and running applications by the
client
Cost is medium to high as private cloud
will be used in addition to the public cloud
plus PaaS costs more than SaaS
Adaptability is high since flexibility with
changes of IS needs is not limited as the
application is under control of client
Complexity is high as the PaaS
service requires IT technical,
functional, and development skills to
use
Setup time is high
Service is under the control of the provider, as
the provider owns it, but the developed
applications are under the control of the client
Data security is moderate since client
sensitive data will be stored on a private
cloud
Service is platform for developing,
Data privacy
is moderate
since client
hosting,
and running
applications
by the
sensitive data will be stored on a private
client
cloudis medium as PaaS costs more than SaaS
Cost
Adaptability is high since flexibility with
changes of IS needs is not limited as the
application is under control of client
Complexity is high as the PaaS
service requires IT technical,
functional, and development skills to
use
Setup time is high
Service is under the control of the provider, as
the provider owns it, but the developed
applications are under the control of the client
Data security is low since client data is
stored on shared community cloud
Data privacy is low since client data is stored
on shared community cloud

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Service is infrastructure for developing,
hosting, and running applications by the client
Cost is medium to high as private cloud
will be used in addition to the public cloud
Adaptability is high since flexibility with
changes of IS needs is not limited as needed
resources are easy to scale up or down by
the provider to fulfil client needs
Complexity is medium as the IaaS does not
require much IT skills to use
Setup time is moderate
Service is under the control of the provider, as
the provider owns it
Data security is moderate since client
sensitive data will be stored on a private
cloud
Data privacy is moderate since client
sensitive data will be stored on a private
cloud
Service is infrastructure for developing,
hosting, and running applications by the client
Cost is medium as community cloud will
be shared by multiple clients
Adaptability is high since flexibility with
changes of IS needs is not limited as needed
resources are easy to scale up or down by the
provider to fulfil client needs
Complexity is medium as the IaaS does not
require much IT skills to use
Setup time is moderate
Service is under the control of the provider, as
the provider owns it
Data security is low since client data is
stored on shared community cloud
Data privacy is low since client data is stored
on shared community cloud
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